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1 Introduction

Some recent papers are devoted to constructing invariant measures
(IM) for dynamical systems (DS) generated by nonlinear evolution partial
differential equations of mathematical physics like a nonlinear wave equa-.
tion or a nonlinear Schrodinger equation (NSE) (see, for example, [1-12]).
Formally, the first paper in this direction [1] does not contain the proof
of the invariance of the measure considered in it. However, the invariance
easily follows from the results presented in this paper. An IM for a phys-
ical system is considered in paper' [4]. In paper [5], IM is presented for a
problem periodic in the spatial, variable for the nonlinear wave equation

utt — uxx + и = 0.

Unfortunately, some details of the proof seem to be obscured in this paper.
In paper [8], a result on IM is presented for NSE with a weak nonlinearity.
Paper [9] contains an extension of this result to a nonlinear wave equation..
In paper [11], a construction of IM is presented for an abstract DS such
that a lot of ''soliton" equations are reducible to that form. Simultane-

. ously, a result for a nonlinear wave equation similar to the above-described
was, proved in paper [6]. In paper [2], the results from paper [11] are recon-
structed; the author establishes more careful proofs of results from paper

[И]-
All the above-indicated papers dealt with NSE or a' nonlinear wave

equation (except [5]) contain results on IM under severe constraints
for nonlinearities. So, the problem appeared how to extend this approach
onto a wider class of nonlinearities. Treatments of this problem are made
in papers [3,7,10,12]. In paper [3], the author using his result from paper
[13] on the existence of L2-solutions for the Cauchy problem periodic in
the spatial variable for a one-dimensional NSE with a power nonlinearity
presents a construction of IM. Similar results are contained in papers [7,10]
but in these two papers suitable results on the well-posedness of initial-
boundary problems for the equation under consideration are not proved
and are contained as hypotheses.



- All papers [1-11] are devoted to the consideration of IM correspond-
ing to a concrete conservation law, the energy. At the same time, now
it is known that certain evolution equations as the Korteweg - de Vries
equation or the sine-Gordon equation possess a countable set of conser-
vation laws and are formally infinite-dimensional Hamiltonian systems.
Therefore, since in the finite-dimensional case any conservation law of a
Hamiltonian system leads to a family of corresponding IM, the question

^ naturally arises if to each conservation law there corresponds IM in some
infinite-dimensional cases. In paper [12], it is proved for the Cauchy prob-
lem periodic in the spatial variable for the Korteweg - de Vries equation
that to any known conservation law of the kind

A

dx

where n > 3 is integer, there corresponds IM for a corresponding DS. In .
the present paper, we continue the investigations begun in paper [12] and
present an infinite series of IM for the Cauchy-problem periodic in the
spatial variable for NSE.

Now, we want to mention some applications of IM. First, in pa-
pers [1,4,6,7,14-16] they are used for constructing statistical mechanics of
systems described by certain nonlinear partial differential equations. (It
should be noted that, although the author of papers [14,15] does not study
the problem of the invariance of the measures he considers, in these pa-
pers an essential step is made in the direction of constructing IM. The
difference between these papers and papers mentioned above is that in

' papers [14,15] there is no consideration of the problem: does the equa-
tion under consideration generates DS on a suitable phase space (and so
on)? Unfortunately, this question is very difficult in several cases so that
it is not solved up to now.) Second, as it is well-known, the whole er-
godic theory is based on this concept. Third, at the time when "soliton"
equations began to be intensively studied, there arose a question known
as the Fermi-Pasta-Ulam phenomenon (see [17]) which, roughly speaking,

' consists in the stability according to Poisson of all trajectories of DS gen-
erated by a " soliton" equation. If one has a bounded IM for that DS (so
that the measure of the whole phase space is finite), then the Poincare
recurrence theorem gives a (partial) explanation of this phenomenon.



2 Notation. Preliminaries. Main results

In what follows, by С, С\, С2, С, С",... we denote positive constants.
Everywhere t and x are real variables. Let us fix a positive integer n and
A > 0. Let Li be the usual Lebesque space consisting of complex functions
u{x) of the argument x periodic with the period A, equipped by the scalar
product

(/,<?) = J f{x)g{x)dx

•and the norm \\f\\ = (/ ,/) 2 . Let C°° be the set of complex functions
u(x) periodic with the period A and infinitely differentiable. Let Д be the
closure in the space L2 of the operator — 5̂ 7 defined first on the set C°°. It
is well-known that Д is a non-negative self-adjoint operator in the space
£2- Further, let Hn be the usual Sobolev space of complex functions u(a;),'
periodic in x with the same period A, with the scalar product

. fdnu dnv\

In fact, L2 = H° and Hn are Hilbert spaces for n = 0,1,2,.... Let
D* ~ £* o r D* ~ £ ^ a n d D" = Dl- Finally, let us consider a Ba-
nach space X with the norm ||.||x and let I be a connected set from
the real line R. Then, by C(I\X) we denote the Banach space con-
sisting of bounded continuous functions from / into X, with the norm

tei

Now we briefly recall basic facts from the theory of Gaussian mea-
sures in Hilbert spaces (for details, see [18,19]). Let H. be a separable
real Hilbert space with a scalar product (., .)я a rid let 5" be a self-adjoint
positive operator of trace class in the space H. Then, by the definition,
there exists an orthonormal basis {efc}fc=ii2,3,... in the space H consisting of
eigenfunctions of this operator with the corresponding eigenvalues Шк > О

oo

where u>k —> +0 as к —> oo and, in addition, ^2 шк < со- We call a set

M С Н the cylindrical set iff 1

M={feH;\ [(/, е г)я, -., (/, ек)я] € F}



for some integer positive к and a Borel set F С Rk. For a cylindrical
subset of the above kind we set

*A- i ГДшГг /
'=1 '

Then, it can be easily verified that the set of all cylindrical sets is an
algebra and that the function w is an additive measure on this algebra.
In addition,. w(H) = 1. Further, it is known (see [18] for proofs) that
the assumption that the operator 5 is of trace class provides the count-
able additivity of the measure w on the above algebra of all cylindrical
sets.. Therefore, this measure can be uniquely extended onto the minimal
sigma-algebra M. containing this algebra. In fact, M is the Borel sigma-
algebra in the space H (for proofs, see [18]). The measure w considered on
the sigma-algebra /A is called a centered Gaussian measure in the space,
H. It is essential for us that any centered Gaussian measure is a Radon,
measure, i. e. for any Borel set п с Н and for any e > 0 there exists a
compact set К С Я such that го(П \ К) < е. Finally, the following result;
also is useful for us (for the proof, see [11]).

Statement
For any ball BT{a)' = {u G H\ \\u — а\\н < r}, where a & H and

r>0, one has w{BT(a)) > 0.
(

Let/iis consider the following Cauchy problem for the cubic NSE:

гф1=—фхх + 2кЩ2ф, 'x,teR, : (1)

. ф{х + А,1)=ф{х,ь), (2)

' y{x,t0) = фо(х) (3)

b i is the imaginary unit, t0 € R, ф = ф(х, t) is the unknown complex
func/tion, фо is a complex function periodic in a; with the period A and
к — 1 .or к = — 1. If we set ф — и + iv where и and v are real functions,
then the problem (l)-(3) can be rewritten in an equivalent real form as
follows: • ;

Щ = - v x x + 2K(U2 + v2)v, x , t e R, (4)

vt = uxx - 2K(U2 + v2)u, x,t£R, (5)



= Ln{u

dwn

dx

,v)

A

= J
0

n - 1

k=l

Ф(х,г)

u(x + A,t) = u(x,t), v(x'+A,t) = v(x,t), (6)

u(x,t0) = uo(x) = Re Фо(х), v(x,t0) = vo(x) = Im фо(х). (7)

Let us suppose that ф = ф{х,г) is a solution of the problem (l)-(3) in-
finitely differentiable with respect to x and t and (u(x,t),v(x,t)) is the
corresponding solution of the problem (4)-(7). Let W\ = ф(х,1) and

UJj k=l

We set
A

(8')

where ф = и + iv and n = 1,2,3,.... Then, the statement is that the
quantities Ьп{Ф) = bn(w,u) (here ?/) = u + iv) are independent of < (for
the proof, see [20]) (i. e. the functionals Ln are conservation laws for the
problems (l)-(3) and (4)-(7)). Let

Qn(V0 = Qn(u,v) = -Re Ь2п+\{Ф)

where n = 0,1,2,.... Then, one can easily get from the relations (8) and
(8') that

d x

where the functions qn are polynomials; in particular, they are infinitely
differentiable. In what follows, we write Яп{Ф) = Qn{u,v) and

дп(ф,ф,...,ПГЧ>, ОТ'Ф) = 4n(u,v,..., Dn

x-'u, Dl~lv) ,

for simplicity of the notation.
Methods of investigation of the well-posedness of the problems (1)-

(3) and (4)-(7) are proposed in a large number of articles (see, for example,
[21-23]). In our one-dimensional case (x € R1) these problems become es-
sentially simpler. Now we formulate the result we need in. Its proof is



presented further.

Theorem 1 , . .
For any positive integer n and for any фо G Hn and T >' 0 there

exists a unique solution to the problem (l)-(3) of the class ф(-,г) G C([t0 —
T, to + T]\ Hn). For any fixed t the function ф0 —* ф(., t) is a homeomor-
phism as a map from the space Hn intojin. Further, /"(/"(VsO) 7") =

/ " ( i M + T) for all ф G Hn and t,T e R where /"(?/>o,<) = H-,t~ to)- In
addition, the quantities Яо{ф{-^))-,-,Яп{.Ф(:,1)) «re independent oft (i.
e. they are conservation laws).

Remark 1 Sometimes we call solutions given by Theorem 1 the Hn-
solutions of the problem (l)-(3) (or Eq. (10), see further).

Let Яде be the subspace of the space Hn consisting of real functions
from Hn and let Xn = Hgc ® Н$е be the Cartesian product of two samples
of this new space. We equip the space Xn by the usual scalar product

i • ' •

Тпеп; we introduce a self-adjoint operator Sn of trace class acting in the
space Xn by the rule

*n - \ о r-
where T = (1 + Д п + 1 )(7 + Д " ) " 1 . Let us take an arbitrary integer n > 1
and let wn be the centered Gaussiaa measure with the correlation opera-
tor .?„ in the space Xn. Now we can give the following new formulation
of Theorem 1. •

Theorem 3/
Let (u0, vo) 6 Xn where n > 1 is an integer number. Then, for any

T > 0 there exists a unique solution (u{.,t),v(.,t)) G C([t0—T,to+T];Xn)
to the problem (4)-(7). For any fixed t the function transforming (UQ,VQ)

into (ы(.,^),и(.,^)) is a homeomorphism as a map from Xn into Xn: If
fn{ua,v0,i) •= (u(t-to),v(t-to)) fcr all {uQ,v0) G Xn where {u{i),v(t)) is
the corresponding solution of the problem (4)-(7), then fn(fn(u,v,r),t) —

.fn(u,v,t + r) for all (u,v) G Xn ar,dt,r G R. In addition, the quantities



Qo(u(.,t),v(.,t)),...,Qn(u(.,t),v(.,t)) are independent oft for these solu-
tions (i. e. they are conservation laws).

In what follows, we set w(x,t) = (u(x,t),v(x,t)) for an arbitrary
solution (u(x,t),v(x,t)) of the problem (4)-(7). Not discussing various
definitions of this concept, we accept that fn(w,t) is DS on the phase
space Xn. We only remark that if there exists a bounded Щ и for this DS
so that и(п) = u(fn(u,t)) for any t e R and a Borel set fi с Xn, then
the Poincare recurrence theorem takes place for the introduced DS (for
details, see [24]). (It should be remarked that, since the function / n(.,i)
is a homeomorphism as a map from Xn into Xn, it transforms any Borel
subset of the space Xn into a Borel one.) For a Borel set ft с Хп we set

= /

A

where Ф„(м,и) = / qn+i(u,v,...,D%u,D%v)dx.
о

Our main result is the following.

Theorem 2
fin is a Borel measure well-defined in the space Xn and it is IM for

DS fn. In addition,
0 < nn(DR) < oo

for all large enough values R > 0 where DR = {го £ Xn\ \Qo(w)\ <
R,..., |ф„(ш)| < R}. Thus, the sets DR can be taken for new phase spaces
of DS fn and the Poincare recurrence theorem is applicable for these new
DS.

3 Proof of Theorem 1

We use standard methods of investigating the well-posedness of the
Cauchy problem (l)-(3) as in papers [21-23]. The idea of these methods-is
the replacement of the problem (l)-(3) by the following abstract integral



equation:

i

- 2iK f е-^-^[Щз)\7ф{а)](Ь. (10)

Here /̂»(f) is an abstract unknown function defined in segments t £ 1 =
[to — a,t0 + b], where a, 6' > 0, with values in a functional .space (to be
interpreted as Hn). Formally,' solutions of Eq. (10) satisfy the problem
(l)-(3). For a more complete information about relations between solu-
tions of the problem (l)-(3) and Eq. (10), see [22]. We accept the following

Definition
We call solutions of Eq. (10) (generalized) solutions of the problem

Let us turn to the Proof of Theorem 1. First, let фо€ H1. Then, the
existence and uniqueness of a global (defined for all t G R) H1- solution
to Eq. (10) can be proved as in papers [21,22] where the Cauchy problem
(l)-(3) is considered with initial data vanishing as \x\ —» oo; in addition,
it can be proved as in these papers-that Qo and Q\ are conservation laws
for ^-solutions. The proof of the existence and uniqueness of a local
#n-solution to Eq. (10), where n > 2 is integer, repeats the procedure
from these papers. So,- we have that for any integer n>2 and ф0 £ Hn

there exist a > 0 and b > 0 such that Eq. (10) has a unique solution
V'(f) S C([to — a,to + b];Hn) and either this solution can be continued •
for all t > t0 (resp., for all t < to) or there exists 60 > 0 (resp., o0 > 0)
such that this solution can be continued onto the half-interval [ioĵ o + bo)
(resp., onto the half-interval (t0 — ao,t0]) and limsup ||^>(<)||n = со (resp.,

t-+to+bo-O

limsup ||^>(^)||n = oo). In what follows, we show only that our Hn—
t~*t0-a0+O

solution ф(г) can be continued onto the whole half-line [t0,+oo) because
the statement that it can be continued onto the half-line (—oo,io] can be
proved by analogy.

Let т£о е Я " and +oo = 3\ > T2 > T3 > ... > Tn > 0 be such
numbers that [to,t0 + Tk) are maximal semi-interval's of the existence of
/f*-solutions of Eq. (10). For the above goal, it suffices to prove that



T\ — ... = Тп. The following estimate easily follows from Eq. (10):

sup \\ф(а)\\\ f \ms)\\kds (11)

to .

where I = к — 1 if Л; > 2 or / = 1 if fc = 1, C\ > 0 is independent of t
and С7г(в) is a positive continuous function on the half-line 0 < s < .+oo.
The inequalities (11) easily imply the equality 7\ = ... = Tn. Thus, the
existence and uniqueness of a global //'"-solution (n > 2) are proved.

Let H = f| Я " = C°°. Then, we have proved that for any ф0 € H .
n>l

there exists a unique global C°°-solution to Eq. (10). It can be shown as
in,paper [22] that these C°°-solutions satisfy the problem (l)-(3)-and are
infinitely differentiable with respect to t, too.

Lemma 1
For any positive integer n and d > 0 there exists R > 0 such that

\\g\\n < R for all g £ Hn satisfying the conditions

\Q0{g)\<d,...,\Qn(g)\<d.

Proof. We use the known embedding theorem

IISfllL, < С\\д\\*+Ъ (\\Dxg\\ + \\д\\^~' (Р > 2)

which takes place for all g E H1 with С > 0 independent of g. Hence,
A

using the functional Qfa) + Q0(g) = \ J {\Dxg\2 + \g\2 + /ф| 4 } dx, we
о

get the inequality

|llfflli - C\\g\\3 \\д\\г < <2г(д) + Qo{9) < ±\\g\\l + C\\g\\3 \\g\\i (12)

which implies that for any d > 0 there exists R > 0 such that \\g\\i < R
for all g G # " satisfying the condition \Qi{g)\ + \Qo{g)\ < d. Further,
using (8), (8') and (9), we get that



+до

п(ф,ф,..;П:-2ф,ВГ2ф). (13)

Hence, the inequalities

Qk(g)>l\\g\\l-ik(\\g\\k-i) (14)

take place for к = 2, n (here 7fc(s) are positive continuous functions). Now
the statement of Lemma 1 follows from inequalities (12) ;md (14).

So, the functional Qa,...,Qn are conservation laws for .ff-soiutions
of the problem (l)-(3). Further, the inequality (n > 1)

+C2 ( max N0(3)11,; max ||^(в)||Л [ Ms) - tp{s)\\nds
to

(here / = n — 1 if n > 2 or / = 1 if n = 1) following from Eq. (10) for arbi-
trary two #"-solutiqns ф{Ь) and tp(t) (where y(io) = fo) of this equation,
in view of Lemma 1 and the continuity of the functionals Qo,..., Qn in Hn

implies two corollaries:
\ (A) for n > 1 the functionals Qo,---,Qn эге conservation laws for

#n-solutions of Eq. (10);
(B) #"-solutions of Eq. (10) continuously depend on -ф0, i. e.

for any ф0 е Я", б > 0 and T > 0 there exists S > 0 such that if
IIV'o - V'olU < S, then max \\ф(г) - ф'(Щп < e where ф'^) is the

*G['o—T,to+T]

solution of Eq. (10) with ф0 = ф'о.

Finally, if ф{1) is a ^"-solution of.Eq. (10) with ф0 = ф(г0) (here
n > 1), then ф(т) satisfies the equation

ф(т) = e-"(T-0A^(<) - 2*/c f e-^T-^[\

10



Therefore, the function V'(̂ o) —* Ф^) is a one-to-one transformation of
the space Hn for any fixed t, hence it is a homeomorphism because it is
continuous with the inverse one. The property /"(/"(V1) t),r) — /"(V*) * +
T) follows from these arguments, too. Theorem 1 is proved.

4 An approximation of NSE

. In this Section, all estimates with the Gronwell lemma are made for
i > to- Estimates for i < t0 can be made by analogy.

Let

2vkx

where Ao = 0, ^2k-i — ^2k = ( ^ ) (& =^lj 2,3,...) are the eigenvalues
of the operator A, and let w, = (1 + A?+1)(l + Aj1)"1, where / = 0,1,2,...,
be the eigenvalues of the operator T. Then, {e.k)k=o,ia,-- ' s the orthonor-
malbasis in the space Hn consisting of eigenfunctions of the operator Д.
Let Pm be the orthogonal projector in the space Hn onto the subspace
span {e0, ...,«*»}• Let Xm = PmHn,

Let us consider the following sequence of problems:

\фт\2фт], x,teR, (15)

Фо = Фт{-М = РтФо ( m = 1,2,3,...) (16)

or, equivalently, in terms of real functions um and vm where фт = um+ivn:

({ит)2 + {vm)2)vm], (17)

(« m ) a + (« r a ) a )u m ], (18)

uZ=um(.,t0) = Pmu0, «™ = vm(.,tQ) = Pmv0. (19)

. First of all, we remind that in a finite-dimensional linear space any
two norms are equivalent. Further, for any positive integer m and фа 6 Hn

obviously there exist a, b > 0 and a unique solution ф™[х, t) to the problem

11



(15)-(16) of the class C((t0 - a + 6,t0 + b - S);Xm) for any S > 0 and
either b > 0 is finite (resp., a > 0 is finite) and limsup | | ^ ( . , f ) | | n = -f-oo

\ t-*to+b-0

(resp., a > 0 is finite and limsup ||i/'ra(.,0IU = +°°) or the solution ф™
t-fto-a+O

can be continued onto the whole half-line t > to (resp., onto the half-line
t < to)- Then, the direct verification shows that ,

for all t. This equality yields, in particular, that for any positive integer
m and ф0 e Hn there exists С > 0 such that

\\ФтШ\п<с

for all t for which this solution is defined. Therefore, for any integer pos-
itive m an arbitrary'solution of the problem (15)-(16) can be continued
onto the whole real line t 6 R. Consequently, any solution of the problem
(17)-(19) can be continued onto the whole real line t £ R.

Lemma 2
For an arbitrary segment I = [t0 — T. t0 + T], where T > 0, and

for any positive integer n there exists a function /3n(s) continuous and
monotonously non-decreasing on the half-line[{i,+oo) such that for any
фо € Hn the inequality

takes place for all t 6 . / and for all m = 1,2,3,... (here фт is the solution
of the problem (15)-(16))..

Proof. First of all, the functionals . .

and

are conservation laws for the problem (15)-(16), i. e. they are independent
of t. In addition, they are continuous functionals in Hn bounded

12



on bounded subsets of the sjnce //". Hence, as above, due to the known
embedding theorem for functions g € Я 1

where p > 2, we[ have

Hence,

lhr(.,Olh<
for all i G R where /?i(s) is a function satisfying the properties indicated
above for the function /?„.

Further, solutions of the problem (15)-(16) satisfy the following in-
tegral equation similar to (10):

t

rPm(.,t) = е-*'-Ь)*Ртфо-Як Jе-'^АРт[\фт(.,з)\2фт(.,з)]<1а. (21)

«0

For к = 2, ...,n we get from (21):

( m a x | ) /
to

This inequality and (20) step by step lead to the statement of Lemma 2.

Proposition 1
Let ф0 G Hn where n is a positive integer and let T > 0 be an

arbitrary number. Then,

lim max \\фт(.,г) - ч/»(.,<)||„ = 0 as т - ю о

where ф(.,г) is the solution of the problem (l)-(3) given by Theorem 1 and
фт is the solution of the problem (15)-(16).

13



to+f
t

J

Proof. We get from (10),(21) and Lemmas 1 and 2:

\\фт(.,1) - ф(.,г)\\п < Сг\\ф0 - Ртф0\\п+

to+T

f \\Рт[\ф(.,б)\2ф(.,8)]-\ф(.,8)\2ф(.,В)\\пс18+

to

t

\\фт(.,3)-ф(.,з)\\пс1в

where / = n — 1 if n > 1 and I = 1 if n = 1. The first term from
the right-hand side of this inequality obviously tends to' zero as m ~* oo.
The integrand in the second term tends to zero for all 5 and is uniformly
bounded in s and m according to Lemma 1. Therefore, this second term
tends to zero, too, as m —> oo. Thus, the statement of Proposition 1
follows from this inequality.

Corollary 1
For any positive integer n, фо £ Hn and t € R • .

lim [<?*№%,<))-G*M-, t))] = 0 for к = 0 Я
m—>oo

Proof follows from the continuity of functionals Qk, k = 0, n, in the
space Hn and the proved Proposition 1.

Lemma 3 '
Let фа 6 Hn for a positive integer n and t € R- Then,

Proof. First of all, obviously Pmg 6 C°° for any positive integer
m and g € Hn. Then, since Qn+i is a conservation law for infinitely
differentiable solutions of the problem (l)-(3), substituting the expression
гф?х - 2{п\фт\2фт into the expression for dQn+i £f(м<)) in place of ^-, we
get zero, therefore, to get the right expression for jf Wi)} w e can
bring the derivative with respect to t into the integrand and substitute the
expression 2ЫР^[\фт{~г)\2фт(.,г)] for ?*£& (here P& = I - Pm where
/ is the identity operator).

14



Using the representations (9) and (13) and the above arguments, we
easily derive the following estimate:

< 7n+1 mm(.,t)\\n) ira№mc,*)ivm(.,t)]ii» (22)

where n > 1 and fn+\ (s) is a continuous non-decreasing function of s 6
[0,+oo). Since according to Proposition 1 and embedding theorems

П -»о
as m —» cxi, the inequality (22) yields the statement of Lemma 3.

Lemma 4
For any positive integer n and t£R there exists a function vn+1(s)-

continuous and monotonously non-decreasing on the half-line s G [0, +oo )
such that

for all positive integer m and ф0 € Hn.
Proof follows from the estimate (22), Lemma 2 and the following

inequality

ds
to

Proposition 2
For any ф0 € Hn where n is a positive integer, e > 0 and t € R there

exists 6 > 0 such that л

for each m = 1,2,3,... and for an arbitrary solution ф™(., t) of the problem
(15)-(16) satisfying the condition

Proof. We have from (21) and Lemma 2:

15



< dS + С2 (ll^m(.,io)il0 J \\фт{., а) - ф?{., a)\\nda,
to

where I = n — 1 for n > 2 and / = 1 if n = 1. This inequality step by step
leads to the statement of Proposition 2.

Proposition 3
Let К С Hn be a compact set where n is a positive integer. Then,

for any t G R

Qn+i№m(.,t))-Qn+1№)-+0 as m - * o o

uniformly in фо G К (here ф™ = Ртфо and фт(.,1) is the solution of the
problem (15)-(16) with фт(.^о) = $Г).

Proof. First of all, let us prove that for any e > 0 and g G К there
exist S > 0 and a'number mo > 0 such that

for all то > m0 and V>o € #«Ы = {̂  € Я п | |[Л — g\\n < 6}. From the
inequality (22) and Lemma 2 we get

t

< JlK+1(i3Mn + 6))\\P£№m(.,s)\4m(.,s)]\UdS. (23)

Let us estimate the integral from the right-hand side of the inequality
. (23). We have:

+11 Un.stfTi;*) - \Ф{.,аЩ.,а)\\я+
where ф and ф are the solutions of the problems (15)-(16) and (l)-(3),
respectively, with ф0 = д. The second and third terms in the right-hand
side of this inequality are independent of ф0 G B$(g) and tend to zero as
m —> oo. Further, according to Proposition 2, for any e > 0 and t £ R
there exists 5 > 0 such that the first term in the right-hand side of this
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inequality is smaller than | if фо 6 Bg(g), for all m. Hence, we have
proved that the expression under the integral in the right-hand side of the
inequality (23) for any fixed s becomes arbitrary small for small enough
8 > 0 and large enough numbers m if ф0 € Bs(g).

Further, let us take into account Lemma 2 according to which the
expression

\\Р£[\фт(.,з)\*фт(.,з)}\\п

is bounded uniformly with respect to %j>o G K, m = 1,2,3,... and s, € [̂ o, t]-
Therefore, for any g £ К and e > 0 there exist 8 > 0 and a number mo
such that the right-hand side of the inequality (23) is smaller than б if
фо € B&{g) and m > т.о. So, let us fix an arbitrary e > 0 and for any
g € К take 8 =~8(g) > 0 and mo = mo(g) > 0 such that

\Qn+i№m{.,t)) - Qn+iW)\ < e (24)

if фо € Bs(g){g) and m > mo(g) (the numbers 8 and m0 exist according
to the above arguments). Then, since К is a compact set, there exists its
finite covering by balls BS(ai){gi),...,BS(ai)(gi). Let mx =
= max{mo(ffi),...,mo(ji)}. Then, obviously, the inequality (24) is valid
for all фо € К if m > mj. Thus, Proposition 3 is proved.'

5 Proof of Theorem 2

All the information from. the general measure theory to be used
further is contained in the book [25], for example. Then, we should remark
that all the results from Section 4 are valid for the problem (17)-(19) with
the corresponding reformulation. Let us fix an arbitrary positive integer
n. Let gx = (eo,0), g2 = (0,eo), g3 = (ei,0), g4 = (O,ei), ... ,g2k+i =
(efc,0), 52A+2 = (0j6fc), .... Then, {gk}k=i,2,3,... is the orthonormal basis
consisting of the eigenfunctions of the operator Sn in the space Xn. Let
Lm = span {<7i,...,«fam+2} be the sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces
of the space Xn (m = 1,2,3,...). In the spaces Ът we. introduce the
following finite-dimensional Gaussian measures:

2m

- dP2mdq2m
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U = (иwhere П = <и £ L [(и,91)п, ... \{и,дЛт+2)п} G Fj and F С R4m+2 is

a Borel set. So, wm is a centered Gaussian measure in the space Lm for
any positive integer m. We remind that the space Lm is equipped by the
topology generated by the norm of the space Xn.

Further, let wm(U) = wm(Q.f]Lm) for any Borel subset Г2 of the
space Xn. We state that, with this definition, the measure wm becomes
a well-defined Borel measure in the space Xn. To prove this statement,
it suffices to show that п f] Lm is a Borel subset of the space Lm for any
Borel set ft С Xn. Indeed, it is clear that the set K, of all subsets of the
space Lm of this kind is a sigma-algebra of subsets of the space Lm which
obviously contains all open subsets of this space. Therefore, it suffices
to prove that fC is the minimal sigma-algebra of subsets of the space Lm

containing all open subsets of this space. Let us suppose that this is not
right. Then, the Borel sigma-algebra! K.\ of the space Lm is contained in
the sigma-algebra K, and fCi ф fC. Let us consider the set N of all Borel
subsets of the space Xn such that Af}Lm С K\. Then, it is clear that N
is a sigma-algebra in the spac.; Xn which contains all open subsets of the
space Xn and is more narrow than the Borel sigma-algebra of this space.
Thus, we arrive at the contradiction and, therefore, we have proved that
Q. f] Lm is a Borel subset of the space Lm for an arbitrary Borel subset fi
of the space Xn.

Lemma 5
The sequence {wm}m=it2,3,... of the Borel measures weakly converges

to the measure wn in the space Xn.

Remark 2 We recall that, by the definition, a sequence of Borel mea-
sures {vk)k=\,2fi,- weakly converges to a measure v in a separable metric
space Я if

/ н н /
for an arbitrary real continuous bounded functional Ф in the space II. /

r

Remark 3 A statement similar to Lemma 5 is presented in paper
[11]; here we make some additions to its proof from that paper.
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Proof of Lemma 5. As it. is proved in paper [11], the sequence of
measures {wm} is weakly compact in the space Xn. In addition, for any>
cylindrical set M С Xn we have wm(M) = wn(M) for numbers m large
enough. . ,

Let us suppose that the sequence {wm} does not converge weakly
to the measure wn. Then, there exists a Borel measure w' in Xn, not
coinciding with the measure wn, and a subsequence {wmk} of the sequence
{wm} such that the sequence {wmk} weakly converges to the measure w'.
Then, since the extension of a measure, countably additive on an algebra,
to the minimal sigma-algebra containing this algebra is unique (see [25]),
there exists a cylindrical set of the kind

= Ig ёM = Ig ё Xn [(g,gi)n, :.. , (5,54r+2)n] €

where г is a positive integer and F С Rir+2 is a Borel set, such that
w'(M) ф wn(M). Then, due to the known property of Borel sets, there
exists a sequence Fi D F2 D ••• D Fi D ... of open-sets F; С Rir+2 such
that F = П Fi. Therefore,

•>i

w'\M) = lim w'(Mi) and wn{M) = lim wn(Mi)
f »—*OO t—+OO

where

Hence, w,e can accept that the cylindrical set M С Хп is open.
Let us take an arbitrary e > 0 and consider a continuous func-

tional Ф£(г) = $c{zig\ + ... + Z4r+igiT+2) depending on variables z =
(21, ...,г4г+2) € R4T+2 and satisfying the following properties:

Д. О < Ф«(*) < 1 for all *;
2. Фс(г) = 0 if g = zxgx + ... + г4т+2д4т+2 £ M;
3. $e(z) = 1 if g e M and dist(g;dM) > e where for an arbitrary

set Л С Х„ and g G Xn &\st{g; A) = inf \\g — h\\n.

It is clear that

J bc{z)dwm{g) = j $c(z)dwn(g) (25)
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for m > r. Further, lim / <&z{z)dwn{g) = wn(M). At the same time,

there exists e > 0 such that the expressions

w

and

- lim

are each smaller than

- J bt{z)dw'{g)

. This fact contradicts the equality
(25). Thus, Lemma 5 is proved.

Let us introduce the following measures:

= J
(here fi С ̂ n are Borel sets). Since due to the representations (9) and (13)
the functional Фп(и,у) is continuous in Xn and bounded on any bounded
subset of the space Xn, the measures fim and p.n are well-defined in Xn.

Lemma 6
liminf /*m(fi) > /*п{£1) for any open bounded set Cl С Хп.

7П—ЮО

limsup(im{K) < fin(K) for any closed bounded set К С Хп.

For the Proof, see [il].

Let fm(u0,v0,t) = (um(.,t- to),vm(.,t- t0)) for any (uD,v0) G Xn

and t £ R where (um(.,t),vm(.,t)) is the solution of the problem (17)-(19).

Lemma 7
Let t G R and Q С Хп be an arbitrary closed bounded set. Then,

lim [fJ.m{fm(u,t)) - /1т(П)] = 0.
771—ЮО

• Proof. Let us rewrite the system of equations (17)-(18) for coordi-
nates p(t) = {po{t),—,P2m{t)) and q{t) = (qo(t), ...,q2m{i)) whereum(x,t) =
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2m 2m
Pk{t)ek(x) and vm(x,t) = X) 9fc(0efc(a:)- Then, we.get the following

k=0 k=0
system of ordinary differential equations

(26)

Ш. (27)

Here h(p, q) - Qx{um, vm) = I / { « ) 2 + {v?f + к{{ит)2 + (<Г)2)2} dx.
о

Therefore, according to the well-known result (see [24,11]), the Lebesque
measure am in the phase space Rim+2 is IM for this DS. This fact easily
implies that

det
в(р(о),,(о))

for an arbitrary solution (p(.t),q(t)) of the system of equations (26)-(27).
Let us fix an arbitrary bounded closed set П с Хп. Then, according

to the above arguments, we have

= J
Further,

According, to Lemma 4, the integrand here is uniformly bounded in w € fi
by a constant С > 0. Fix an arbitrary e > 0. Then, according to the
Prokhorov's theorem (see [18]), there exists a compact set К С.П such
that (tm(u \ IC)'< e for all m = 1,2,3,... and fj,n(u \ K) < e. Further, in
view of Proposition 3 and the above inequality,

therefore

lim liim(I<) - iim{fm{K,t))} = 0,
m—юо ^

limsup |^m(fi) - /zm(/m(n,0)| < C
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where С > 0 depends only on sup| |p| |n. Hence, due to the arbitrariness
sen

of e > 0, Lemma 7 is proved.

Corollary 2 .
For any bounded open set П С Xn and t & R one has:

Lemma 8
Let fi с Xn be an open bounded set and t €. R. Then, fin(Cl) =

Proof. According to Theorem 1' and Lemma 1, /"(П, t) is a bounded
open subset of the space Xn. Let us fix an arbitrary t > 0. Then, since
цп is a Radon measure, there exists a compact-set К С Cl such that
цп(п \ K) < e. Let Kx = fn(K,t). Then, Kt is a compact set, too,
and Кг С fn(u,t) = Qj. Let a = min{dist (/^,Sfi);dist {Kudui)}
where dist (Л,B) = inf ||u — v\\n for any A,B С Xn and dA is the

boundary of the set A. Further, obviously a > 0. Due to Proposition 2
for any g G К there.exists a ball BT(g) = {h G X,! ||fl — ft||n < г} С П
with a positive radius г such that .

for all /i € Br(g) and for all m. Let B\, ...,Bi be a finite covering of the
compact set К by these balls. Let fl^ — {h G Cli\ dist (h, дПх) > уЗ} where

/? > 0, and D = U Д-. Since in view of Proposition 1 fm(g,t) -» fn(g,t)'
t=i

in Х„ as m—> oo for any 5 € ^„j we get

for all large enough numbers m.
• Further, according to Lemmas 6,7 and Corollary 2

ltn(Sl) < lf{D) + e < liminf pn(D) + t =
7 7 1 * 0 O

= liminf fbniMD, t)) + e< /j,n(Sl!) + e < ^"(fij) + e.
m—+00
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Therefore, due to the arbitrariness of e > 0, we have fin(O.) < fj,n(ui). By
analogy, /in(ft) > /in(fii). Hence, /*n(fi) = /in(f2i) and Lemma 8 is proved.

Let us prove Theorem 2. Let first il С Хп be an open (unbounded)

set. Let Пк = {w G П\ \\fn(w,t)\\n + \\w\\n < к}. Then, П = \J Пк and

oo '

each set fifc is bounded and open. In addition, fn(V.,i) = (J fn(Slk,t)

and //"(nfc) = nn(fn(uk,t)). Therefore,

/*"(/"(«,<)) = fclim M"(/"(n f c,i)) = Um /*"("*) = ^"(П);.'

Further, for an arbitrary Borel subset A of the space Xn we get the equal-
ity fJ.n(A) = /in(fn(A,t)) approximating this set A from outside by open
sets (we remark that, since the function /n(.,'t) is a homeomorphism for.
any fixed t, it transforms Borel sets into Borel ones). The latest statement
of Theorem 2 follows from Lemma 1. Theorem 2 is proved.

Remark 4 As it was noted in the Introduction, IM for NSE occurring
from the conservation law Qi is constructed in paper [3], for example.
Here, we presented IM corresponding to conservation laws Qn where n '> 2.
The question is left open whether the conservation law Qo gives rise to IM,
too. As one could observe from our considerations, to any conservation
law Qn (n > 2) there corresponds IM on the phase space Hп~г. Therefore,
it seems to be probable that the conservation law Qo could give rise to IM
on a phase space of the type H~x. However, since the well-posedness of
the problem (l)-(3) in a similar sense seems to be open and very difficult,
we could not make a construction like that.
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